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SEERSGATE IS LEADING: 
 
In part one, we briefly gave notes on the demons called Death and Murder. Now let’s 
move on to one of Satan’s prized demons, one who will surge heavily in the man Satan 
uses to bring all nations down and abase before him. 
 

 
 

THE DEMON NAMED PURE EVIL 
 
Pure Evil is a real demon. His way will groom the antichrist throughout his earthly reign. 
Within Pure Evil are levels of evil given out in filtered surgings. A person can choose to 
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do evil deeds. There are evil doings, and we are doing evil ways when we sin against 
Yahweh and His commands. But there is a level of hatred for human life, and to take a 
life without remorse is to be under a filtered surging from the nature of Pure Evil. 
 
Here are notes from the document “Demons in the Kitchen”: 
 

Then came a demon who moved in high rank. The Great Holy Spirit didn’t 
tell me of the demon’s motive, but He made a few details clear to me as 
the demon stood there in the way of the entry to the bedroom. He told me 
that the demon that stood in the doorway was Pure Evil. That is the actual 
name of the demon—Pure Evil. He spoke to share on the nature of the 
demon, how he looked, and how much he wanted to destroy me.  
 
The demon named Pure Evil moved in a rank a little lower than the New 
Age demon from the evening training the day before. He had tentacles and 
was massive. The Great Holy Spirit shared that the demon that stood there 
moved opposite in nature to the Spirit of the Living God. This demon was 
not subtle in his level of influence. This demon carried a penetrating surging 
of evil oozing from his nature.  

 
Pure Evil laces his nature in movies. For example, a horror movie would show a demon-
influenced character chasing a victim with an object; stabbings, shootings, or a mangling 
action would lead in whatever scene is viewed. Then there is a new way to display the 
lack of respect for a human, where there is self-mutilation, a stripping of the human.   
 
To kill without remorse is to be laced with Pure Evil. 
 
The movie filled with evil actions will take you into drinking from Satan’s nature, but Pure 
Evil will give the literal opposite to Yahweh’s Great Holy Spirit, bringing full destruction to 
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a human. When displaying Pure Evil, there may be cannibalism, stripping of a person’s 
natural skin, and brutal killings without the killer having a shift in their emotional state.  
 
Killing people would not phase a person laced with Pure Evil; it would become second 
nature, the love of destroying human life. 
 
Assassins may kill with a bullet or other object to move under the influence of Murder. 
But when Pure Evil takes over and infiltrates, the one who inflicts pain makes sure the 
victim receives torment. Carrying out torture does not phase the one who walks in traits 
from Pure Evil, for the one who drinks from Pure Evil lacks compassion and hates human 
life. A demonically influenced human would shift within and devalue using torment and 
savagery while the victim still lives. 
 
The most concentrated way Pure Evil will reveal its nature is by removing value on human 
life. Satan’s workers operating in Pure Evil would even torment their family members to 
show how they sync with Satan. 
 
People say that Satan did not come to steal, kill, and destroy and that King Jesus gave 
the reference of John 10:10 to certain ones gathered near Him. Yahweh helped me to 
see this verse reference in this way: The ones who serve Satan will take on Satan’s 
nature; they will be like their father (Satan) and be children of the devil (ref. John 8:39-
47). Since those King Jesus referenced did not receive Him as God (ref. John 8:48-59), 
they would indeed take on their father’s nature to steal, kill, and destroy. 
 
What was mentioned is essential to note. The reason there is stealing, killing, and 
destroying: people of today do what the people of the early Church days did: take on 
Satan’s nature and display those traits through their daily events.  
 
But when Pure Evil leads, there is no mercy. 
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Here is a quote from the document “The Entryway to the Age of the Antichrist”:  
 

(Yahweh is speaking.) 
 

Pure Evil: Literally wants to destroy the temple (human body) through 
mutilative acts that cause torment. The torment comes in viewing a person 
being shredded apart, bled out, skinned, eaten, and so on. Whatever can 
bring a destructive action to the actual temple, the body. Satan’s goal is to 
destroy the body, but Pure Evil wants to bring the greatest torment within, 
and Satan uses entertainment to yield a taste of Pure Evil. 
 
Satan uses Pure Evil in his reigning of torture on Earth through the natural 
antichrist man. And now, Satan is preparing the world by bringing a dulling 
of the conscience, making people enjoy watching others receive torment 
through watching it or dealing with it in their own bodies.  
 
People are killing people over road rage. Some are doing torment when 
they kill. Instead of just killing to kill, the wicked person takes a new level 
and puts in a strain of Pure Evil by stripping the flesh, cannibalism, or 
mutilation leading during the killing.  
 
Pure Evil doesn’t want Yahweh to gain any glory in the human, and isn’t 
Scripture clear that the body of the believer is the temple of Yahweh? And 
this is why the entertainment world leads as an entryway to setting up the 
antichrist, the literal ways of how the nature surges.  
 
Imagine the Church Era being called the season of Pure Evil, where 
everywhere you go, there are Christians hung up on a rack, alive still, while 
they are being skinned in front of a watching, cheering happily crowd of 
demon-filled mark-wearing worshippers of Satan. If the people would only 
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see: the mark of the beast gives Satan an entryway, a rite of passage to 
take over their temple and seal them into eternity. Put the Scripture, 
servant. 
 
(9) And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a loud voice, “If 
anyone worships the beast and its image and receives a mark on his 
forehead or on his hand, (10) he also will drink the wine of God's wrath, 
poured full strength into the cup of His anger, and he will be tormented 
with fire and sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence 
of the Lamb. (11) And the smoke of their torment goes up forever and ever, 
and they have no rest, day or night, these worshipers of the beast and its 
image, and whoever receives the mark of its name.” 

—Revelation 14:9-11 ESV 
 

Here is another excerpt from the previously mentioned document “The Entryway to the 
Age of the Antichrist”:  
  
 (Yahweh is speaking.) 
 

Look at that, servant. Satan loves the action of cannibalism. Satan loves 
when people eat human waste. Satan wants to see a person self-mutilate. 
Satan wants people to mangle others, torture them and keep them living. 
Steal, kill, and destroy. And those who take the mark that Satan’s groomed 
image gives, they are doomed, a permanent sealing, even while living.  
 
Pure Evil works with Murder. Murder is a steppingstone. And once Satan 
gains the people a conscience that is seared, Satan opens the doorway for 
a rite of passage, where people will accept any action on TV and say it is 
okay. And once the minds start to sync with a strain of Pure Evil—just a 
little taste—they can be slowly overturned.  

 


